Statistics
For all statistical analyses, confirm that the following items are present in the figure legend, table legend, main text, or Methods section. n/a Confirmed The exact sample size (n) for each experimental group/condition, given as a discrete number and unit of measurement A statement on whether measurements were taken from distinct samples or whether the same sample was measured repeatedly
The statistical test(s) used AND whether they are one-or two-sided Only common tests should be described solely by name; describe more complex techniques in the Methods section.
A description of all covariates tested A description of any assumptions or corrections, such as tests of normality and adjustment for multiple comparisons A full description of the statistical parameters including central tendency (e.g. means) or other basic estimates (e.g. regression coefficient) AND variation (e.g. standard deviation) or associated estimates of uncertainty (e.g. confidence intervals)
For null hypothesis testing, the test statistic (e.g. F, t, r) with confidence intervals, effect sizes, degrees of freedom and P value noted Our web collection on statistics for biologists contains articles on many of the points above.
Software and code
Policy information about availability of computer code
Data collection

Data analysis
For manuscripts utilizing custom algorithms or software that are central to the research but not yet described in published literature, software must be made available to editors/reviewers. We strongly encourage code deposition in a community repository (e.g. GitHub 2. All the plasmids used in this manuscript including the ones in BioID assay will be available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request. 3. All the raw data of the WB was provided as supplementary dataset. 4. All original data for charts were provided as supplementary dataset.
No statistical calculations were performed to determine sample size.
No data exclusion.
All the experiments mentioned in manuscript were performed at least three times independently. All attempts at replication were successful.
For the animal study, mice were randomly allocated into different groups. Mice employed were the same sex, age-matched and subjected to the same procedures.
For the animal study, we don't show the group information in the cage labels and two experts were conducted. One is in charge of the administration and the other one is response for the data collection. The data collection person don't know the groups information until the end of the experiment. Thus, the investigators were blinded to group allocation during data collection and were not blinded to data analysis.
The antibodies to DJ-1 (#5933), p-p38 (#9216), p38 (#8690), AHCYL1 (#94248), SLC7A11 (#12691), Acetylated-Lysine (#9441), Phospho-(Ser/Thr) Phe (#9631) were obtained from Cell Signaling Technology. The primary antibody against Nrf2 (sc13032), g-GCS (sc390811), GSS (sc166882), SAHH (sc271389), Ki67 (sc15402) were obtained from Santa Cruz Biotechnology. The primary antibody against GAPDH (db106), HA (db2603) and Flag(db7002) were obtained from Diagnostic Biosystems. (This information is also available in the Methods section.)
These antibodies were validated by the vendor and used according to the vendor's instructions. The bands observed in WB can be further confirmed by the calculated molecular weight. Moreover, the same batch of most antibodies have been used in published papers.
The H1299, A549, PANC1, H292, H838, 786-O, KHOS, A2780 and HEK293T cell lines were purchased from the Shanghai Institute of Biochemistry and Cell Biology (Shanghai, China). The MEF DJ-1 KO cells were generated from day 13.5 embryos of DJ-1 KO mice (B6.Cg-Park7tm1Shn, #006577, The Jackson Labratory) according to standard procedures.
